
When supporting autistic students with executive function difficulties, it is important to teach
new skills while also creating an environment that supports neurodiverse learning.  This

infographic focuses on strategies to support inhibition — which is a component of executive
function — to promote friendships, independence, & wellbeing.

Educators and providers tend to let students know what to do differently after they have
“broken a rule” (e.g., left their seat, forgotten to raise their hand, etc.). Instead, it is

important to proactively support students to learn, practice, and be recognized for trying
to follow classroom norms. 

Examples of strategies to do this include:

Inhibition is the ability to stop an automatic response in order to 
follow a rule or achieve a goal.  

Teach the student the
behavior or skill you want

them to use (e.g., raising their
hand) and have them practice
it one-on-one or in a smaller

group. 

 Employ visual supports to
remind the student to raise
their hand or to use another

skill you would like to see.

Acknowledge and reward the
student for using the skill to
make it more likely they will

do it again. 
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When teaching inhibition, it is important to ensure that students have the appropriate
supports and accommodations to meet their goals.

For example, it may be important to consider the following:
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Think about what rules are necessary for the student to follow and what
rules are flexible. For example, do students always need to stay seated or

raise their hand? 

Understand why a student may be having a difficult time and whether
additional mental health supports may be warranted (e.g., to teach

emotion regulation strategies or mindfulness so that the student does not
become easily frustrated).

Consider environmental and sensory changes that could support the
student. For example, can they have fidget toys, request breaks to move

around, or sit in a spot where they have better access to visual or sensory
supports? 4
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https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/southeast-mhttc/product/understanding-and-supporting-executive-functioning-autistic-0
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